
Sample English passage 
 

Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from 
English passages you provide, which can then 
be used for a test or an exercise. And remember, 
it's FREE! You can make blanks for every n-th 
word automatically, or make blanks of specific 
words manually. You can also specify the 
vocabulary difficulty levels for blanks based on 
JACET 8000 or make blanks of specified parts 
of speech using online tree tagger. Cloze 
Generator makes blanks in the passage, 
provides word choice, or the list of deleted 
words in random order, and provides the 
correct answers on the bottom of the page in 
the order of the blanks. You can also export an 
html file compatible with a web-based 
e-learning exercises program script provided 
by the presenters. 
 
 
 
 
 



Basic Cloze 

Index number: 8   Exclusion of the initial sentence: Yes 
 
CLOZE TEST 
 
Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English passages you provide, which can then be 
used for a test or an exercise. And remember, it's FREE! You can make  1. (                 ) 
for every n-th word automatically, or make  2. (                 ) of specific words manually. 
You can also  3. (                 ) the vocabulary difficulty levels for blanks based  4. 
(                 ) JACET 8000 or make blanks of specified  5. (                 ) of 
speech using online tree tagger. Cloze Generator  6. (                 ) blanks in the 
passage, provides word choice,  7. (                 ) the list of deleted words in random  8. 
(                 ), and provides the correct answers on the  9. (                 ) of the 
page in the order of  10. (                 ) blanks. You can also export an html  11. 
(                 ) compatible with a web-based e-learning exercises program  12. 
(                 ) provided by the presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
specify / script / bottom / parts / on / the / file / blanks / blanks / makes / order / or 
=========================== 
 
Correct Answers 
1. blanks  
2. blanks 
3. specify 
4. on 
5. parts 
6. makes 
7. or 
8. order 
9. bottom 
10. the 
11. file 
12. script 
 
 
 
 
 



Basic Cloze 

Index number: 8   Exclusion of the initial sentence: No 
 
CLOZE TEST 
 
Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English  1. (                    ) you provide, 
which can then be used  2. (                    ) a test or an exercise. And remember,  3. 
(                    ) FREE! You can make blanks for every  4. (                    ) word 
automatically, or make blanks of specific  5. (                    ) manually. You can also 
specify the vocabulary  6. (                    ) levels for blanks based on JACET 8000  7. 
(                    ) make blanks of specified parts of speech  8. (                    ) 
online tree tagger. Cloze Generator makes blanks  9. (                    ) the passage, 
provides word choice, or the  10. (                    ) of deleted words in random order, 
and  11. (                    ) the correct answers on the bottom of  12. 
(                    ) page in the order of the blanks. You  13. (                    ) also 
export an html file compatible with  14. (                    ) web-based e-learning 
exercises program script provided by  15. (                    ) presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
provides / list / using / words / the / difficulty / it's / for / n-th / can / in / or / the / passages / a 
=========================== 
 
Correct Answers 
1. passages  
2. for 
3. it's 
4. n-th 
5. words 
6. difficulty 
7. or 
8. using 
9. in 
10. list 
11. provides 
12. the 
13. can 
14. a 
15. the 
 



Basic Cloze 

Index number: 7   Exclusion of the initial sentence: Yes 
 
CLOZE TEST 
 
Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English passages you provide, which can then be 
used for a test or an exercise. And remember, it's FREE! You can  1. (                    ) 
blanks for every n-th word automatically,  2. (                    ) make blanks of specific 
words manually. You  3. (                    ) also specify the vocabulary difficulty levels  
4. (                    ) blanks based on JACET 8000 or  5. (                    ) blanks 
of specified parts of speech  6. (                    ) online tree tagger. Cloze Generator 
makes  7. (                    ) in the passage, provides word choice,  8. 
(                    ) the list of deleted words in  9. (                    ) order, and 
provides the correct answers  10. (                    ) the bottom of the page in  11. 
(                    ) order of the blanks. You can  12. (                    ) export an 
html file compatible with  13. (                    ) web-based e-learning exercises program 
script provided  14. (                    ) the presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
or / on / can / the / using / blanks / or / make / a / for / also / make / random / by 
=========================== 
 
Correct Answers 
1. make  
2. or 
3. can 
4. for 
5. make 
6. using 
7. blanks 
8. or 
9. random 
10. on 
11. the 
12. also 
13. a 
14. by 
 
 



Basic Cloze 

Index number: 7   Exclusion of the initial sentence: No 
 
CLOZE TEST 
 
Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English  1. (                    ) you provide, 
which can then be  2. (                    ) for a test or an exercise. And  3. 
(                    ), it's FREE! You can make blanks  4. (                    ) every n-th 
word automatically, or make  5. (                    ) of specific words manually. You can  
6. (                    ) specify the vocabulary difficulty levels for  7. 
(                    ) based on JACET 8000 or make  8. (                    ) of specified 
parts of speech using  9. (                    ) tree tagger. Cloze Generator makes blanks  
10. (                    ) the passage, provides word choice, or  11. (                    ) 
list of deleted words in random  12. (                    ), and provides the correct answers 
on  13. (                    ) bottom of the page in the  14. (                    ) of the 
blanks. You can also  15. (                    ) an html file compatible with a  16. 
(                    ) e-learning exercises program script provided by  17. 
(                    ) presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
order / passages / the / for / also / in / remember / web-based / export / blanks / the / online / 
order / used / blanks / the / blanks 
=========================== 
 
Correct Answers
 
1. passages  
2. used 
3. remember 
4. for 
5. blanks 
6. also 
7. blanks 
8. blanks 
9. online 

 
10. in 
11. the 
12. order 
13. the 
14. order 
15. export 
16. web-based 
17. the

 
 
 
 



Preview 

Index number: 8   Exclusion of the initial sentence: Yes 
 
 

Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English passages 

you provide, which can then be used for a test or an exercise. 

And remember, it's FREE! You can make @blanks for every 

n-th word automatically, or make @blanks of specific words 

manually. You can also @specify the vocabulary difficulty levels 

for blanks based @on JACET 8000 or make blanks of specified 

@parts of speech using online tree tagger. Cloze Generator 

@makes blanks in the passage, provides word choice, @or the 

list of deleted words in random @order, and provides the 

correct answers on the @bottom of the page in the order of @the 

blanks. You can also export an html @file compatible with a 

web-based e-learning exercises program @script provided by 

the presenters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Manual  
Choose words: on, in, for, from, of 
 

CLOZE TEST 
 
Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises ( 1.                   ) English passages 
you provide, which can then be used for a test or an exercise. And remember, it's 
FREE! You can make blanks for every n-th word automatically, or make blanks 
( 2.                   ) specific words manually. You can also specify the 
vocabulary difficulty levels for blanks based ( 3.                   ) JACET 
8000 or make blanks ( 4.                   ) specified parts 
( 5.                   ) speech using online tree tagger. Cloze Generator makes 
blanks ( 6.                   ) the passage, provides word choice, or the list 
( 7.                   ) deleted words ( 8.                   ) random order, 
and provides the correct answers ( 9.                   ) the bottom 
( 10.                   ) the page ( 11.                   ) the order 
( 12.                   ) the blanks. You can also export an html file compatible 
with a web-based e-learning exercises program script provided by the presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
of / of / in / on / of / in / of / of / in / on / from / of 
=========================== 
 
Correct Answers 
1. from  
2. of 
3. on 
4. of 
5. of 
6. in 
7. of 
8. in 
9. on 
10. of 
11. in 
12. of 
 
 
 



Cloze Vocabulary level Sample 
Tagged passage 
 

Cloze_0 Generator_7 makes_1 cloze_0 exercises_1 from_1 English_1 passages_2 
you_1 provide_1, which_1 can_1 then_1 be_1 used_4 for_1 a_1 test_1 or_1 an_1 
exercise_1. And_1 remember_1, it_1 's_1 FREE_1! You_1 can_1 make_1 blanks_4 
for_1 every_1 n-th_0 word_1 automatically_3, or_1 make_1 blanks_4 of_1 
specific_2 words_1 manually_0. You_1 can_1 also_1 specify_4 the_1 vocabulary_5 
difficulty_1 levels_1 for_1 blanks_4 based_1 on_1 JACET_0 8000 or_1 make_1 
blanks_4 of_1 specified_5 parts_1 of_1 speech_1 using_1 online_5 tree_1 tagger_0. 
Cloze_0 Generator_7 makes_1 blanks_4 in_1 the_1 passage_2, provides_1 
word_1 choice_1, or_1 the_1 list_1 of_1 deleted_6 words_1 in_1 random_4 order_1, 
and_1 provides_1 the_1 correct_2 answers_1 on_1 the_1 bottom_2 of_1 the_1 
page_1 in_1 the_1 order_1 of_1 the_1 blanks_4. You_1 can_1 also_1 export_2 
an_1 html_0 file_3 compatible_5 with_1 a_1 web_3-based_1 e-_0learning_4 
exercises_1 program_1 script_4 provided_4 by_1 the_1 presenters_0. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



JACET8000  

Vocabulary Level Threshold : 1 ... 2    Index number : 8 
 
CLOZE TEST 
 
Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English passages you provide, 
( 1.                   ) can then be used for a test or ( 2.                   ) 
exercise. And remember, it 's FREE! You ( 3.                   ) make blanks 
for every n th word automatically, or make blanks of ( 4.                   ) 
words manually. You can also specify the vocabulary difficulty levels 
( 5.                   ) blanks based on JACET 8000 or make blanks of 
specified parts of ( 6.                   ) using online tree tagger. Cloze 
Generator makes blanks in the passage, provides ( 7.                   ) choice, 
or the list of deleted words in random ( 8.                   ), and provides the 
correct answers on the ( 9.                   ) of the page in the order of 
( 10.                   ) blanks. You can also export an html file compatible 
with a web ( 11.                   ) e  exercises program script provided by the 
presenters 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
an  /  specific  /  the  /  based  /  can  /  bottom  /  speech  /  order  /  
which  /  for  /  word 
=========================== 
 
In the Order of the Correct Answers 
1. which 
2. an 
3. can 
4. specific 
5. for 
6. speech 
7. word 
8. order 
9. bottom 
10. the 
11. based 
 
 
 



JACET8000 

Vocabulary Level Threshold : 1 ... 3    Index number : 8 
 
 

CLOZE TEST 
 
Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English passages you provide, 
( 1.                   ) can then be used for a test or ( 2.                   ) 
exercise. And remember, it 's FREE! You ( 3.                   ) make blanks 
for every n th word automatically, or make blanks ( 4.                   ) 
specific words manually. You can also specify the vocabulary difficulty 
( 5.                   ) for blanks based on JACET 8000 or make blanks of 
specified parts ( 6.                   ) speech using online tree tagger. Cloze 
Generator makes blanks in the passage, ( 7.                   ) word choice, or 
the list of deleted words ( 8.                   ) random order, and provides the 
correct answers on ( 9.                   ) bottom of the page in the order 
( 10.                   ) the blanks. You can also export an html file compatible 
( 11.                   ) a web based e  exercises program script provided by 
the presenters 
 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
the  /  an  /  of  /  which  /  can  /  with  /  provides  /  of  /  of  /  in  
/  levels 
=========================== 
 
In the Order of the Correct Answers 
1. which 
2. an 
3. can 
4. of 
5. levels 
6. of 
7. provides 
8. in 
9. the 
10. of 
11. with 
 



Cloze Part of Speech  

Tagged passage 
 
Cloze NP  
Generator NP Generator 
makes VVZ make 
cloze NN  
exercises NNS exercise 
from IN from 
English JJ English 
passages NNS passage 
you PP you 
provide VVP provide 
, , , 
which WDT which 
can MD can 
then RB then 
be VB be 
used VVN use 
for IN for 
a DT a 
test NN test 
or CC or 
an DT an 
exercise NN exercise 
. SENT . 
And CC and 
remember VV remember 
, , , 
it PP it 
's VBZ be 
FREE JJ free 
! SENT ! 
You PP you 
can MD can 
make VV make 
blanks NNS blank 
for IN for 
every DT every 
n-th NN  

word NN word 
automatically RB automatically 
, , , 
or CC or 
make VV make 
blanks NNS blank 
of IN of 
specific JJ specific 
words NNS word 
manually RB manually 
. SENT . 
You PP you 
can MD can 
also RB also 
specify VV specify 
the DT the 
vocabulary NN vocabulary 
difficulty NN difficulty 
levels NNS level 
for IN for 
blanks NNS blank 
based VVN base 
on IN on 
JACET NP  
8000 CD @card@ 
or CC or 
make VV make 
blanks NNS blank 
of IN of 
specified JJ specified 
parts NNS part 
of IN of 
speech NN speech 
using VVG use 
online JJ online 
tree NN tree 
tagger NN  
. SENT . 



Cloze NP  
Generator NP Generator 
makes VVZ make 
blanks NNS blank 
in IN in 
the DT the 
passage NN passage 
, , , 
provides VVZ provide 
word NN word 
choice NN choice 
, , , 
or CC or 
the DT the 
list NN list 
of IN of 
deleted VVN delete 
words NNS word 
in IN in 
random JJ random 
order NN order 
, , , 
and CC and 
provides VVZ provide 
the DT the 
correct JJ correct 
answers NNS answer 
on IN on 
the DT the 
bottom NN bottom 
of IN of 

the DT the 
page NN page 
in IN in 
the DT the 
order NN order 
of IN of 
the DT the 
blanks NNS blank 
. SENT . 
You PP you 
can MD can 
also RB also 
export VV export 
an DT an 
html NN  
file NN file 
compatible JJ compatible 
with IN with 
a DT a 
web-based JJ  
e-learning NP  
exercises VVZ exercise 
program NN program 
script NN script 
provided VVN provide 
by IN by 
the DT the 
presenters NNS presenter 
. SENT . 
0 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



POS : Preposition  Index number : 1 
 

CLOZE TEST 
 
 Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises ( 1.                   ) English 
passages you provide, which can then be used ( 2.                   ) a test or 
an exercise. And remember, it 's FREE! You can make blanks 
( 3.                   ) every n-th word automatically, or make blanks 
( 4.                   ) specific words manually. You can also specify the 
vocabulary difficulty levels ( 5.                   ) blanks based 
( 6.                   ) JACET 8000 or make blanks ( 7.                   ) 
specified parts ( 8.                   ) speech using online tree tagger. Cloze 
Generator makes blanks ( 9.                   ) the passage, provides word 
choice, or the list ( 10.                   ) deleted words 
( 11.                   ) random order, and provides the correct answers 
( 12.                   ) the bottom ( 13.                   ) the page 
( 14.                   ) the order ( 15.                   ) the blanks. You 
can also export an html file compatible ( 16.                   ) a web-based 
e-learning exercises program script provided ( 17.                   ) the 
presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
of  /  by  /  for  /  of  /  in  /  of  /  of  /  on  /  in  /  in  /  of  /  on  
/  of  /  for  /  for  /  with  /  from 
=========================== 
 
In the Order of the Correct Answers
 
1. from 
2. for 
3. for 
4. of 
5. for 
6. on 
7. of 
8. of 
9. in 

 
10. of 
11. in 
12. on 
13. of 
14. in 
15. of 
16. with 
17. by

 
 
 



POS : Preposition  Index number : 2 
 

CLOZE TEST 
 
 Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English passages you provide, 
which can then be used ( 1.                   ) a test or an exercise. And 
remember, it 's FREE! You can make blanks for every n-th word automatically, or 
make blanks ( 2.                   ) specific words manually. You can also 
specify the vocabulary difficulty levels for blanks based ( 3.                   ) 
JACET 8000 or make blanks of specified parts ( 4.                   ) speech 
using online tree tagger. Cloze Generator makes blanks in the passage, provides 
word choice, or the list ( 5.                   ) deleted words in random order, 
and provides the correct answers ( 6.                   ) the bottom of the page 
( 7.                   ) the order of the blanks. You can also export an html file 
compatible ( 8.                   ) a web-based e-learning exercises program 
script provided by the presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
with  /  for  /  of  /  in  /  on  /  of  /  on  /  of 
=========================== 
 
In the Order of the Correct Answers 
1. for 
2. of 
3. on 
4. of 
5. of 
6. on 
7. in 
8. with 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



POS : Adjective Adverb  Index number : 1 
 
 

CLOZE TEST 
 
 Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from ( 1.                   ) passages 
you provide, which can ( 2.                   ) be used for a test or an exercise. 
And remember, it 's ( 3.                   )! You can make blanks for every n-th 
word ( 4.                   ), or make blanks of ( 5.                   ) words 
( 6.                   ). You can ( 7.                   ) specify the vocabulary 
difficulty levels for blanks based on JACET 8000 or make blanks of 
( 8.                   ) parts of speech using ( 9.                   ) tree 
tagger. Cloze Generator makes blanks in the passage, provides word choice, or 
the list of deleted words in ( 10.                   ) order, and provides the 
( 11.                   ) answers on the bottom of the page in the order of the 
blanks. You can ( 12.                   ) export an html file 
( 13.                   ) with a ( 14.                   ) e-learning exercises 
program script provided by the presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
web-based  /  compatible  /  specific  /  random  /  specified  /  online  /  
correct  /  then  /  automatically  /  FREE  /  also  /  English  /  
manually  /  also 
=========================== 
 
In the Order of the Correct Answers 
1. English 
2. then 
3. FREE 
4. automatically 
5. specific 
6. manually 
7. also 
8. specified 
9. online 
10. random 
11. correct 
12. also 
13. compatible 
14. web-based 



POS : Adjective Adverb  Index number : 2 
 

CLOZE TEST 
 
 Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English passages you provide, 
which can ( 1.                   ) be used for a test or an exercise. And 
remember, it 's FREE! You can make blanks for every n-th word 
( 2.                   ), or make blanks of specific words 
( 3.                   ). You can also specify the vocabulary difficulty levels for 
blanks based on JACET 8000 or make blanks of ( 4.                   ) parts of 
speech using online tree tagger. Cloze Generator makes blanks in the passage, 
provides word choice, or the list of deleted words in ( 5.                   ) 
order, and provides the correct answers on the bottom of the page in the order of 
the blanks. You can ( 6.                   ) export an html file compatible with 
a ( 7.                   ) e-learning exercises program script provided by the 
presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
then  /  also  /  web-based  /  manually  /  specified  /  random  /  
automatically 
=========================== 
 
In the Order of the Correct Answers 
1. then 
2. automatically 
3. manually 
4. specified 
5. random 
6. also 
7. web-based 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



POS : Verb  Index number : 1 
 

CLOZE TEST 
 
 Cloze Generator ( 1.                   ) cloze exercises from English passages 
you ( 2.                   ), which can then ( 3.                   ) 
( 4.                   ) for a test or an exercise. And ( 5.                   ), it 
( 6.                   ) FREE! You can ( 7.                   ) blanks for 
every n-th word automatically, or ( 8.                   ) blanks of specific 
words manually. You can also ( 9.                   ) the vocabulary difficulty 
levels for blanks ( 10.                   ) on JACET 8000 or 
( 11.                   ) blanks of specified parts of speech 
( 12.                   ) online tree tagger. Cloze Generator 
( 13.                   ) blanks in the passage, ( 14.                   ) word 
choice, or the list of ( 15.                   ) words in random order, and 
( 16.                   ) the correct answers on the bottom of the page in the 
order of the blanks. You can also ( 17.                   ) an html file 
compatible with a web-based e-learning ( 18.                   ) program script 
( 19.                   ) by the presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
exercises  /  make  /  export  /  used  /  makes  /  using  /  based  /  
provides  /  provide  /  provided  /  's  /  specify  /  deleted  /  make  /  
remember  /  be  /  make  /  makes  /  provides 
=========================== 
 
In the Order of the Correct Answers
 
1. makes 
2. provide 
3. be 
4. used 
5. remember 
6. 's 
7. make 
8. make 
9. specify 
10. based 

 
11. make 
12. using 
13. makes 
14. provides 
15. deleted 
16. provides 
17. export 
18. exercises 
19. provided

 
 



POS : Verb  Index number : 2 
 

CLOZE TEST 
 
 Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English passages you 
( 1.                   ), which can then be ( 2.                   ) for a test or 
an exercise. And remember, it ( 3.                   ) FREE! You can make 
blanks for every n-th word automatically, or ( 4.                   ) blanks of 
specific words manually. You can also specify the vocabulary difficulty levels for 
blanks ( 5.                   ) on JACET 8000 or make blanks of specified 
parts of speech ( 6.                   ) online tree tagger. Cloze Generator 
makes blanks in the passage, ( 7.                   ) word choice, or the list of 
deleted words in random order, and ( 8.                   ) the correct answers 
on the bottom of the page in the order of the blanks. You can also export an html 
file compatible with a web-based e-learning ( 9.                   ) program 
script provided by the presenters. 
 
=========================== 
In Random Order 
provides  /  provides  /  exercises  /  used  /  make  /  based  /  provide  
/  using  /  's 
=========================== 
 
In the Order of the Correct Answers 
1. provide 
2. used 
3. 's 
4. make 
5. based 
6. using 
7. provides 
8. provides 
9. exercises 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HTML file Sample 
 
 

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>CLOZE TEST</TITLE> <META 
http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=utf-8"><LINK media=all 
href="main.css" type=text/css rel=stylesheet><SCRIPT src="anaume.js" 
type=text/javascript></SCRIPT><META content="mwb/Make Word Blanks on 
FileMaker" name=GENERATOR></HEAD><BODY><DIV id=container> 
<H2>CLOZE TEST</H2><P class=subText>Fill in the 
blanks.</P><FORM>Cloze Generator makes cloze exercises from English 
passages you provide, which can then be used for a test or an exercise. And 
remember, it's FREE! You can make  <font color="#0000ff" size=-1>1. 
</font>(<input size=12 okWord="blanks">) for every n-th word automatically, or 
make  <font color="#0000ff" size=-1>2. </font>(<input size=12 
okWord="blanks">) of specific words manually. You can also  <font 
color="#0000ff" size=-1>3. </font>(<input size=12 okWord="specify">) the 
vocabulary difficulty levels for blanks based  <font color="#0000ff" size=-1>4. 
</font>(<input size=12 okWord="on">) JACET 8000 or make blanks of specified  
<font color="#0000ff" size=-1>5. </font>(<input size=12 okWord="parts">) of 
speech using online tree tagger. Cloze Generator  <font color="#0000ff" 
size=-1>6. </font>(<input size=12 okWord="makes">) blanks in the passage, 
provides word choice,  <font color="#0000ff" size=-1>7. </font>(<input size=12 
okWord="or">) the list of deleted words in random  <font color="#0000ff" 
size=-1>8. </font>(<input size=12 okWord="order">), and provides the correct 
answers on the  <font color="#0000ff" size=-1>9. </font>(<input size=12 
okWord="bottom">) of the page in the order of  <font color="#0000ff" size=-1>10. 
</font>(<input size=12 okWord="the">) blanks. You can also export an html  
<font color="#0000ff" size=-1>11. </font>(<input size=12 okWord="file">) 
compatible with a web-based e-learning exercises program  <font 
color="#0000ff" size=-1>12. </font>(<input size=12 okWord="script">) provided 
by the presenters.<P class=subText>===========================<br>Use 
the following words.<br>or / the / file / parts / on / specify / blanks / blanks / 
bottom / makes / order / script</P> <br><INPUT type=submit value="check your 
answer"></FORM><DIV id=result></DIV></DIV></BODY></HTML> 
 
 


